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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW    
March 26, 2021 
 
JUSTIN SUH  ( -7) 
 
 
Q.  Justin, what a finish, that's pretty wild, an eagle and three birdies in your last six 
holes there to close out your round of 69. Just tell us about that round. That's pretty 
amazing.  
 
JUSTIN SUH:  Yeah, I mean, we thought the wind was going to die down in the afternoon, 
but it didn't, it was always up. It was blowing around 25 to 30, so it really took a lot to stay in 
it and really stay composed because that back nine is tough in that wind.  
 
So first I thought if we can get through that back nine, our starting nine, at even par, then we 
were game because that front nine, you have two gettable par 5s, some gettable par 4s. It 
just took a lot to stay in it. It was hot, it was windy, there was a lot going on, the greens 
started drying up pretty quick, but I'm really, really happy with what I finished at today. 
 
Q.  You're starting to really love this place, you came in here back six months ago and 
had a really good finish and played really nicely and now you're back doing it again. 
Just what is it about this place that you like so much? 
 
JUSTIN SUH:  Honestly, I think I've got a good feel for the greens. My speed is really good. 
I know that if I just hit the greens, I've got a good feel for at least making a two-putt. You 
know, I think during this time it's usually cold in the States, but I love warm weather, it fits me 
really well. I don't know, I just -- I've put up some good rounds, that's for sure, but we're just 
looking to keep it going. 
 
Q.  We all know what you're here for just like every person in the field, but how 
satisfying is it to get yourself in position to hopefully achieve your dream in the next 
few days? 
 
JUSTIN SUH:  Yeah, I mean, we still have two more rounds, we still have the weekend, and 
it's not going to be easy just because the wind I think is going to keep coming in. Yeah, I'm 
excited for the opportunities ahead. We've got a good game plan going on, I'm hitting it 
great, I've just got to keep it going. 
 


